Weed eater fl20 parts diagram

For DIY troubleshooting advice and repair guides, visit our repair help section. Showing 10 of 78
parts. The fuel line on a grass line trimmer deteriorates with time and eventually can split or
crack. You can replace it yourself, following these instructions. If the line trimmer engine won't
start even though there's fuel in the tank, the carburetor could be the problem. Follow these
instructions to do the job in under 30 minutes. If the line trimmer won't start even though there's
fuel in the tank, the carburetor could be the problem. Follow these instructions to replace the
carburetor in under 30 minutes. Use the advice and tips in these articles and videos to get the
most out of your grass line trimmer. There are a couple of ways to find the part or diagram you
need: Click a diagram to see the parts shown on that diagram. Add to cart. Edger recoil starter
handle Part Line trimmer throttle trigger Part Line trimmer muffler bolt Part Crankshaft Part Line
trimmer line limiter Part Symptoms for gas line trimmers. Choose a symptom to see related
grass line trimmer repairs. View all. Won't start. Read more. Leaking gas. Runs rough. Repair
guides for gas line trimmers. October 1, How to replace a line trimmer fuel line. Repair difficulty.
How to rebuild a line trimmer carburetor. How to replace a line trimmer carburetor. Articles and
videos for gas line trimmers. June 1, Tips for a hard-to-start grass line trimmer. How to replace a
line trimmer fuel line video. Follow the steps in this video to replace a leaking fuel line in a line
trimmer. Easy DIY grass line trimmer repairs. Learn about some very easy do-it-yourself repairs
for a grass line trimmer. Bottom-Mount Refrigerator. Countertop Microwave. Kenmore
countertop microwave parts. Electric Water Heater. Exercise Cycle. Weslo Exercise Cycle Parts.
Gas Grill. Gas Line Trimmer. Craftsman gas line trimmer parts. Gas Pressure Washer.
Craftsman Gas pressure washer Parts. Power Saw. Porter Cable power saw parts. Kenmore
Elite refrigerator parts. Sole Treadmill Parts. Kenmore Elite washer parts. Need help? Close
Start Chat. Part Number: In Stock, 21 available. In Stock, 20 available. In Stock, 15 available.
Ships in 1 - 9 business days. In Stock, 2 available. Part Number: WT In Stock, 12 available. In
Stock, 6 available. In Stock, 8 available. In Stock, 4 available. In Stock, 7 available. In Stock, 13
available. In Stock, 5 available. In Stock, 3 available. In Stock, 14 available. In Stock, 11
available. This article explains the basic types and features of line trimmers, and it also offers
purchasing guidelines for line garden trimmers. This article lists the major categories of lawn
and garden tools and machines, explaining the basic applications, types, and features of each.
This video explains how to remove the clutch from most line and string trimmers. Tips are
provided for removing tricky clutch drum screws. This video explains how to properly winterize
power tools and machines for winter storage, increasing the life and performance of seasonal
tools. Shopping Cart. Submit Search. Sign in Sign in with Password. Cart Shopping Cart 0 item
s in your cart. Restore a saved shopping cart. Preferred Partners of. Weed Eater Trimmer Parts.
Continue Shopping Proceed to Checkout. Search within model. Page A. Add to Cart. Page B.
Throttle Hsg. Kit - Drive Shaft Hsg. Decal-Start Inst. Popular Parts. Fuel Line. Fuel Filter. Purge
Line. Spark Plug. Fuel Cap With Retainer. Fuel Tank Assembly. Foam Air Filter. Trimmer Parts.
Repair Guides Line Trimmers This article explains the basic types and features of line trimmers,
and it also offers purchasing guidelines for line garden trimmers. Lawn and Garden Machines
and Power Tools This article lists the major categories of lawn and garden tools and machines,
explaining the basic applications, types, and features of each. How to Remove a Trimmer Clutch
This video explains how to remove the clutch from most line and string trimmers. How to
Winterize Power Tools and Machines This video explains how to properly winterize power tools
and machines for winter storage, increasing the life and performance of seasonal tools.
Accessories for the Weed Eater FL I also need the bubble on top of the carb for fuel pressure
any way I can get one since the carb is not available. Steve for model number Featherlight fl20
asked on Hello Jack, we do not sell the primer bulb, we need the outer diameter of the bulb and
we can find you an after market replacement. Thank you for your question and good luck with
your repair. Did this question help you? Yes No. How do you id type 1 vs type 2 model fl20
trimmers? Russell for model number weedeater FL20 asked on Hi Russell, Thank you for your
questions. This trimmer is manufactured by Weed Eater. Some of the parts that are
manufactured for this trimmer can be used on either Weed Eater, Poulan, Husqvarna or
Jonsered. The difference between the FL20 Type 1 and 2 is the carburetor. Type 1 uses a Walbro
carburetor and the Type 2 uses a Zama carburetor. Also type 1 and 2 have different parts within
the shaft and head of the trimmer. We hope this helps. Thank you and have a great day. Ask a
question. Ask our experts a question about this part and we will respond as soon as we can.
Join our VIP email list to receive money-saving-advice and special discounts. Model Number
Recommended. Submit your question. Thank you for your question! Our experts will get back to
you as soon as they can. Ask Another Question. Continue Shopping. Discussion is closed.
Question: Fuel Tank puzzled. I have the same question as the beekeeper. But I didn't see the
answer. Does the fuel tank come assembled with the hoses and filter. Hello puzzled, You are
right. Hope that helps, -WJA. Question: Carb patrat I need a replacement diafram for my FL20

weedeater. Didn't find it on the parts list and don't want to buy a complete carb. I think I have a
same problem, it drip when it's running. It's located on the bottom section of the Carb. Metal
cover with a small hole on the side, with four small screws to attached the cover. Need to know
where can I get it. Will be waiting for someone answer. Hello, There is a kit available for the
carburetor on your FL trimmer that includes all the parts needed to rebuild it. It is part number,
KWAT. While you have it apart, you may want to clean the carburetor also. Hope this helps,
-WJA. I am not getting fuel in the primer bulb. I have replaced the fuel lines, the fuel filter, the
spark plug is new, I have completely rebuilt the carburetor. I am running out of options to try
and would greatly appreciate some help from anybody that might be able to help with my
problem. Hello , I'm just taking a guess at this, but the fuel lines might have been hooked up
incorrectly. Hope this helps -WJA. Question: Carb Adjustment okiejoe There is. Either by buying
the tool for it on Ebay or by making your own use automotive type 22 gauge wire connectors.
Tap the wire connectors down over the heads of the L or H screw. The plastic will expand and
then you can grip them and adjust them. Hi okiejoe, The best option is to take it to a repair shop
and have them adjust it. There are a couple of reasons I say this. First, any carb from about the
last 10 years will need special tools to make any adjustments due to EPA laws. Second, modern
2-cycle engines are built to very tight tolerances and use very little oil in the fuel in order to burn
clean enough for the EPA requirements. This makes the engines very sensitive to being
adjusted lean. Running the engine for even a few seconds set too lean can cause serious
engine damage. You really need a tachometer to properly adjust modern 2-cycle engines. I hope
this helps, -UtahAV -Mark. Had the same problem not able to adjust the L and H screws. I took it
out and cut a slots with a hack saw, so I can use a screw driver to make the adjustment. Try to
count the counter clockwise turn when removing the screws on H and L. So it would be easier
when putting the screws back. If you got a tremlin tool, you can cut the slots on the screws
without taking it out. Good luck. There is a way to adjust the Air Screws. You must purchase the
tool. I purchased mine from a Lawn Mower Repair Shop. Question: Carb Problem adam. I just
received my feather lite weed eater. When I went to start it, the only way that it would run is to
have the choke on. It dies as soon as I move it away from choke. The adjustment screws are
very hard to turn the only way I could turn them is with needle nose pliers. My question is, can I
purchase a tool to make this adjustment easier? Note this is not my first featherlite weed eater; I
have had one for over 20 years and I am capable of doing all repairs. There is a tool like a
nutdriver. They have them for sale on Ebay. Small engine dealers are not allowed to retail them
to the public. Ebay is the only place I have seen them. Make sure you get the one to fit your
machine. I use an automotive type plastic wire connector tapped over the ends of the screws.
Remove the L and H screws, use a hack saw to cut a slot for a lotted screw driver. Question:
Leaking Fuel anonymous. Fuel is leaking from it appears a small screen or filter in the center of
the fuel cap of the fl20 20cc weed eater. This is the third season with the fl20 and this is the only
problem I've had. I've ordered a new cap. My question is if anyone has experienced a similar
problem and can tell me if my troubleshooting is all wrong? There us a small vent duckbill it is
called inside the middle of the cap. It allows atmospheric pressure to enter the fuel tank while
the machine is running so as not to allow a vacuum to develop. If the vent is stuck open, it may
leak. The new cap should cure it. I have a feather lite FL 20cc engine that leaks gas when it
running. It's located on the bottom of the carb, there a metal cover with a small hole, cover is
attached with four small screws There is a gasket, it looks like a diafram. Should I replace the
gasket, where can I get it. Hello Baldeagle, There is a kit available for the carburetor on your FL
trimmer that includes all the parts needed to rebuild it. It is part number KWAT. Question: Fuel
Ball Pump bad57chevy. The fuel pump ball on my Weed Eater Fl20 type 1 does not pull fuel up
to fill the ball, but if i add fuel to carborator it will run. Any ideas? Have a blessed life! Hi
bad57chevy, The carb is likely plugged with dirt or debris or the Mylar valves inside have
become stuck to the carb body by varnish from old fuel. You will need to replace or try cleaning
the carb. The new carb is part WT If you would like to try cleaning the carb we have an article
and video that I think you will find helpful. You can find it here How to Clean a 2-Cycle
Carburetor. Question: Starter Spring Problem Kyle. Not always, but it is very poor engineering
and design by the Chinese mass production workers that made it. The nylon hub has tabs on it
that wear somewhat as they grip the flywheel when you pull on the starter. You should
disassemble it and inspect it good to decide what to do. Hi Kyle, We have a video that I think will
help you with your machines starter. Sign up. Thank you! Your email, , has been added to our
mailing list. We were unable to add your email to our mailing list. Millions of Parts From Top
Brands. Need Help? Customer Service. Jacks works best with JavaScript enabled Learn More.
Please leave us a message! Orders will continue to ship. Order Status Get Support Type a Part ,
Model or Keyword. Sign In. Fast Day Shipping. Order Status. Get Support See: Ariens exploded
parts diagrams. Honda Horizontal Engines. Honda Vertical Engines. Kawasaki Horizontal

Engines. Kawasaki Vertical Engines. Kohler Horizontal Engines. Kohler Vertical Engines. Help
with Jack's Parts Lookup. Enter your Poulan model number below. Parts lookup for Poulan
power equipment is simpler than ever. Enter your model number in the search box above or just
choose from the list below. B Weed Eater Gas Blower. BC Gas Trimmer Type 1. BC Gas Trimmer
Type 2. BC Gas Trimmer Type 3. BC Gas Trimmer Type 4. BC Gas Trimmer Type 5. BC Gas
Trimmer Type 6. BC24W Gas Trimmer. BC30B Gas Trimmer. BC Gas Trimmer. BV Gas Blower.
BV Gas Blower Type 1. BV Gas Blower Type 2. Clipstick Cordless Trimmer. EBT Electric Edger.
E75 Electric Edger. EBV Electric Blower. EHT14 Electric Hedgetrimmer. EHT17 Electric
Hedgetrimmer. EHT20 Electric Hedgetrimmer. EL 10 Electric Trimmer. EL 8 Electric Trimmer. EL
9 Electric Trimmer. ESB17 Electric Trimmer. FB25 Gas Blower. Featherlite Gas Trimmer Type 1.
Featherlite Gas Trimmer Type 2. Featherlite Gas Trimmer Type 3. Featherlite Gas Trimmer Type
4. Featherlite Gas Trimmer Type 5. Featherlite LE Type 1. Featherlite LE Type 2. Featherlite LE
Type 3. Featherlite Plus Gas Trimmer. Featherlite SST. FL20 Gas Trimmer Type 1. FL20 Gas
Trimmer Type 2. FL21 Gas Trimmer. FL23 Gas Trimmer. FL25 Gas Trimmer Type 1. FL25 Gas
Trimmer Type 2. FL26 Gas Trimmer. FX26 Gas Trimmer Type 1. FX26 Gas Trimmer Type 2. GA
Gutter Kit. GA Gutter Attachment. GA Gutter Attachment Type 1. GA Gutter Attachment Type 2.
GBI20 Gas Blower. GBI22 Gas Blower. GE21 Gas Edger. GTI15 Gas Trimmer. GTI16 Gas
Trimmer. GTI17 Gas Trimmer. GTI18 Gas Trimmer. GTI19 Gas Trimmer. GTI52 Gas Trimmer.
Handystik Lite. HP22 Gas Trimmer. HP22T Gas Trimmer. HP28 Gas Trimmer. HP28P Gas
Trimmer. HP30 Gas Trimmer. HP30T Gas Trimmer. HT14 Electric Hedgetrimmer. HT17 Electric
Hedgetrimmer. HT Electric Hedgertrimmer. HT19 Electric Hedgetrimmer. HT22 Electric
Hedgetrimmer. LT17 Gas Trimmer. LT Gas Trimmer. Mini-trim Auto. MX Gas Trimmer. PE
Electric Edger. PE Gas Edger Type 1. PE Gas Edger Type 2. PE Gas Edger Type 3. PE Gas Edger
Type 4. PE Gas Edger Type 5. PE Gas Trimmer. PL Gas Trimmer. PL Gas Trimmer Type 1. PL
Gas Trimmer Type 2. PL Gas Trimmer Type 3. PL Gas Trimmer Type 4. PRO Gas Trimmer. RB90
Cordless Blower. RT10 Electric Trimmer. RT Electric Trimmer. RTC Electric Trimmer. RTE
Electric Trimmer. SB30 Gas Blower. SE Electric Edger. SG11 Weedeater Electric Trimmer. SG14
Electric Trimmer. SG15 Electric Trimmer. Solar Mower. SS20 Electric Hedgetrimmer. SS24
Electric Hedgetrimmer. SST45 Gas Trimmer. SV22 Gas Blower. SV30 Gas Blower. TBC57 Gas
Trimmer
lasko fan fuse
04 f150 alternator
youtube bora bora
. TE14 Electric Trimmer. TE15 Electric Trimmer. TE15 Plus Electric Trimmer. TE30 Electric
Trimmer. TE31 Electric Trimmer. TE44 Electric Trimmer. TE45 Electric Trimmer. TE Gas
Trimmer. TEY Gas Trimmer. TM Electric Trimmer. TNE - Electric Trimmer. TNE - Cordless
Trimmer. TT Gas Trimmer. VA Vac Kit. Vac Kit Weed Eater. WEB Electric Blower. WildThing Gas
Trimmer. WT Gas Trimmer. XR Gas Trimmer. XRT Gas Trimmer. XRA Gas Trimmer. XT10
Electric Trimmer. XT Gas Trimmer. XT Electric Trimmer. XT12 Electric Trimmer. XTK Gas
Trimmer. XTT Gas Trimmer. XT14 Electric Trimmer. XT16 Electric Trimmer. XT20 Gas Trimmer.
XT Gas Trimmer Type 1. XT Gas Trimmer Type 2. XT Gas Trimmer Type 3. XT20T Gas Trimmer.
XT25 Gas Trimmer. XT Gas Trimmer Type 4. XT30D Gas Trimmer. XT40 Gas Trimmer. XT40T Gas
Trimmer. XT45 Gas Trimmer. XT50 Gas Trimmer. XT50T Gas Trimmer. XT Gas Trimmer Type 5.
XT Gas Trimmer Type 6. XT65 Gas Trimmer. XT85 Gas Trimmer. XT85T Gas Trimmer. YP Gas
Trimmer. YPA Gas Trimmer. YP17 Gas Trimmer.

